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Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and
most comprehensive guitar method available,
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method has introduced over 3
million beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This
updated and expanded edition features a new
layout, making it easier to read and quicker to learn.
Now included are blues, country, folk, jazz, and rock
music styles, plus more pop songs! Learning to play
has never been easier or more fun than with Alfreds
Basic Guitar Methodthe first and best choice for
todays beginning guitar students. Alfred's Basic
Guitar Method has expanded into a library, including
theory, chord study, play-alongs, and more. This
best-selling method teaches the basics in a logical
sequence, with concise and complete information
that is easily accessible to students. This second
book in the series includes numerous chord
diagrams and fingering photos to help students
quickly learn how to read music and play chords.
Exciting music arra
Learn to play guitar and open up a brand new world
of musical knowledge with this exciting method from
Alfred. Beginners of all ages can start their journey
to a lifetime of playing either acoustic or electric
guitar. Beginning with the fundamentals, you will
learn about various guitar types and the sounds they
create, how to care for your very own guitar, and
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getting acquainted with standard musical notation
and tablature. You will then move right along to
playing different notes, chords, scales, and songs,
lesson by lesson, all while continuing to increase
your knowledge of reading and understanding
standard musical notation and TAB. You will learn to
play in an array of musical styles, including Rock,
Heavy Metal, Blues, Country, Jazz and Folk. Near
the end of the book, you will be introduced to
advanced tablature techniques such as bends,
slides, and palm muting, which will help you color
your musical creations with your own unique, rockin'
style. The book features the following helpful
resources for reference during and after your
lessons: * Tablature Licks * Dictionary of tablature
techniques * Guitar note chart * Magic chord
accompaniment guide * Guitar fingerboard chart The
accompanying video provides nearly 2 hours of
video instruction, helping you understand the
concepts with more ease and efficiency. Be your
own teacher, and let Alfred be your resource every
step of the way.
Today, more and more musical styles are
discovering the distinct sound of the pedal steel
guitar. Teach Yourself to Play Pedal Steel Guitar
uses a fun and easy-to-follow approach that is great
for every guitarist and beginners with no prior
musical training. You will learn the basics of how to
tune, read music and TAB, right- and left-hand
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techniques, and improvising. A recording is included
for play-along and practice. By the time you're done,
you'll be ready to learn your favorite songs and play
with a band. 96 pages.
Presents step-by-step lessons covering the basics of
guitar playing.
Alfred's Self-teaching Basic Guitar Course
Guitar for the Absolute Beginner
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course Notespeller 1 & 2
The Most Popular Series for Learning How to Play
Everything You Need to Know to Start Playing
Classical Guitar Now!
Everything You Need to Know to Start Playing the
Guitar!, Boxed Set (Starter Pack)

Alfred's Teach Yourself To Play Guitar: Beginner's Kit
contains everything you need to start playing guitar
in one handy box and at an incredible price. For only
$39.99, you get a $62.00 value that includes: *
Alfred's Teach Yourself To Play Guitar method with
DVD. Beginners of all ages can start their journey to
a lifetime of playing either acoustic or electric guitar.
Start with the fundamentals, and learn about various
guitar types, how to care for your guitar, and reading
standard musical notation and tablature. You will
learn to play in an array of musical styles, including
rock, heavy metal, blues, country, jazz, and folk. The
DVD correlates to all the lessons in the book. *
Alfred's Guitar TAB Pad includes four staves of
standard notation and TAB on 32 double-sided
sheets. Write out your favorite songs, techniques,
exercises, or you can even write your own songs! * A
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digital clip-on chromatic tuner. This easy-to-use tuner
clips directly on your headstock so you can tune
quickly and easily anywhere. * A set of 12 guitar
picks for clear-sounding strumming and picking.
Whether you are dusting off a guitar from your closet
or buying a new instrument, this is the perfect
collection of tools you need to start playing now!
Learn everything you need to know about guitar
theory and open up a brand new world of musical
knowledge with this exciting method from Alfred.
Guitar players of all ages can continue their journey
to a lifetime of musical enjoyment. Beginning with
the fundamentals, you will learn about the types of
guitars, acoustics for guitar, vibration, pitch and
naming notes. You will then move right along to
playing from the music that you see, lesson by lesson,
all while continuing to increase your ever-growing
knowledge of guitar theory. The book also features a
guitar fingerboard chart as a helpful resource for
reference during and after your lessons. Be your own
teacher, and let Alfred be your resource every step of
the way.
Offers a step-by-step guide to mastering the piano
and includes coverage of rhythms, chords, finger
aerobics, and reading music.
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Ukulele, C-Tuning
EditionEverything You Need to Know to Start Playing
Now!Alfred Music
The Easiest Guitar Method Ever! With Online Audio
Alfred's Teach Your Child to Play Guitar 1
The Most Popular Method for Learning How to Play
Alfred's Basic Guitar Pop Songs 1 & 2
Practical Music Reading for All Guitarists!
Theory for the Contemporary Guitarist
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Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and
most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method has introduced over 3 million
beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This updated and
expanded edition features a new layout, making it easier
to read and learn. Now included are blues, country, folk,
jazz, and rock styles, plus more pop songs! Learning to
play has never been easier or more fun than with Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method---the first and best choice for
today's beginning guitar students. As part of the ABG
series, Alfred's Basic Guitar Theory, Books 1 & 2 will
help any guitarist enhance his or her knowledge of
theory. Note and rhythm reading, scales, chords, and
progressions are just some of the topics covered. Use
this book alone or to supplement any method.
Alfred's best-selling Basic Guitar Library introduces
favorite pop songs for guitarists! Guitarists can now learn
solos and duets including great, easy arrangements of
11 hit songs such as Boulevard of Broken Dreams,
Layla, Mr. Bojangles, Take it Easy, and more! Learn
helpful performance tips, lyrics and chords; plus every
song in the books corresponds to lessons in Alfreds
Basic Guitar Methods 1 and 2. The book includes a greatsounding CD with every song performed by a live band!
Titles: Telestar * As Tears Go By * Peaceful Easy
Feeling * Wildwood Flower * Take it Easy * Do You Want
to Know a Secret * Boulevard of Broken Dreams * Mr.
Bojangles * Smooth * Sunshine of Your Love * Layla
(Unplugged).
Alfred's Teach Your Child To Play Guitar, Books 1 and 2,
are designed for parents who want to share the gift of
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music with their children before they begin formal study
with a professional teacher. They are based on Alfred's
Kid's Guitar Course, a fun method that teaches students
to play songs on the guitar right away. Families who are
part of the homeschool movement especially will find the
books useful. Using the same music and fundamentals
included in the original editions, an easy and userfriendly Parent Guide precedes each student page to aid
with teaching the music to the child. The guide suggests
steps for introducing the concept or page to the student,
follow-up practice suggestions, and suggestions for
reviewing the material in subsequent lessons. The
enclosed CD contains a recording of every piece in the
book. Listening or playing along with the recording is fun,
but more importantly, it reinforces concepts such as
rhythm and switching smoothly between notes and
chords. Using this book and CD, any parent can teach
their child the basics of guitar.
Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and
most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method has introduced over 5 million
beginners to the joy of playing guitar. Alfred's Basic Rock
Guitar Method book 1 provides a completely new
approach to learning guitar for students who want to play
in the rock style. By starting on the 6th string, you are
immediately able to play riffs and licks that inspire
guitarists to continue learning and have fun doing it! The
book features clear, well-paced instruction along with
large photographs of fingering that is expected in the
Alfred's Basic series. Learning to play has never been
easier or more fun than with Alfred's Basic Guitar
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Methods---the best choice for today's beginning guitar
students. *Music & Sound Retailer Award-Winner
Alfred's MAX TAB Guitar Complete
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Mandolin
Alfred's Teach Yourself Guitar Theory
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method, Complete
Alfred's Teach Your Child to Play Guitar
Classical Guitar for Beginners
Sound Innovations for Concert Band is a revolutionary
new method that combines time-tested educational
concepts, input from thousands of teachers, and
advances in modern technology. Using solid pedagogy
that follows state and national music education
standards, the methods can be customized by teachers
to use their own experiences in creating the best
approach for their unique classroom. Sound Innovations
is available in two versions: Standard Edition and the
custom Director's Choice Edition. Visit
www.alfred.com/soundinnovations for more
information. This title is available in SmartMusic.
Learn to play bass and open up a brand new world of
musical knowledge with this exciting method from
Alfred. Beginners of all ages can start their journey to a
lifetime of musical enjoyment. Beginning with the
fundamentals, you will learn about buying a bass guitar,
tuning and holding it, fingering and picking styles and
getting acquainted with standard musical notation and
tablature. You will then move right along to playing
different notes, scales, and bass lines, lesson by lesson,
all while continuing to increase your knowledge of
reading and understanding standard musical notation
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and TAB. You will learn to play in an array of musical
styles, including Rock, Heavy Metal, Blues, Country, and
Jazz. Near the end of the book you will be introduced to
the concept of playing from chord sheets, which will
assist you in coloring your and others' musical creations
with your own unique, rockin' style. Upon completion of
this book, you will be able to play from popular bass
TAB folios and be ready to play in a band. The book
features the following resources for reference during
and after your lessons: * TAB licks and bass lines * Bass
fingerboard chart * Complete chord chart * Photos
showing hand positions and more Be your own teacher,
and let Alfred be your resource every step of the way.
Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and
most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method has introduced over 3 million
beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This updated and
expanded edition features a new layout, making it easier
to read and quicker to learn. Now included are blues,
country, folk, jazz, and rock music styles, plus more pop
songs! Learning to play has never been easier or more
fun than with Alfreds Basic Guitar Methodthe first and
best choice for todays beginning guitar students. This
book combines all of the essential instructional material
from Books 1, 2 and 3 of Alfred's Basic Guitar Method
and is a complete course. Written in standard notation,
it guides guitarists through the basics of playing the
guitar using rock, blues, country and folk music. In
addition, techniques such as bending, sliding, hammeron and pull-off are included. CD comes with book.
Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and
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most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method, Book 1 has introduced over 3
million beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This
updated and expanded edition features a new layout,
making it easier to read and learn. Now included are
blues, country, folk, jazz, and rock styles, plus more pop
songs! Correlating theory, chord, and pop books ensure
that you'll get everything you need from one complete
method. Learning to play has never been easier or more
fun than with Alfred's Basic Guitar Method---the first
and best choice for today's beginning guitar students.
Book 1 can be used for acoustic or electric guitar and
covers how to hold your guitar, tuning, the basics of
reading music, the notes on all six strings, chords,
scales, songs, bass-chord accompaniments, and duets.
Titles: * Singin' in the Rain * Take Me Home Country
Roads * Over the Rainbow * Annie's Song * When the
Saints Go Marching In
A Revolutionary Method for Beginning Musicians
Alfred's Basic Guitar Theory 1 & 2
Everything You Need to Know to Start Singing Now!
Sound Innovations for Concert Band Horn in F Book 1
Jerry Snyder's guitar school
Learn to play mandolin and open up a brand new
world of musical knowledge with this exciting method
from Alfred. Beginners of all ages can start their
journey to a lifetime of musical enjoyment. Beginning
with the fundamentals, you will learn about the
history of the mandolin, its components, picks, how to
tune it, and getting acquainted with standard musical
notation. You will then move right along to playing
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different notes, scales, and songs, lesson by lesson,
all while continuing to increase your ever-growing
knowledge of reading and understanding standard
musical notation. You will learn important mandolin
techniques such as tremolo, cross picking, and more.
Upon completion of the book, you will be able to play
your favorite songs on the mandolin, know how to
read music, and play with a musical group in many
different styles, including folk, blues, country, and
even pop. The book features the following resources
for reference during and after your lessons: *
Mandolin accompaniments * Mandolin chord
dictionary * Mandolin fingering chart Be your own
teacher, and let Alfred be your resource every step of
the way.
"Guitar for Kids is fun for learning to play songs on the
guitar right away. Kids learn everything they need to
start including how to hold the guitar, tune it, strum it,
and play chords. Fun illustrations point out what's
important on each page, and the CD demonstrates
how the music should sound ... Includes these songs
and more: Three blind mice, Skip to my Lou, London
Bridge, Merrily we roll along, When the saints go
marching in, Yankee Doodle."--Back cover.
Continuing the incredible popularity of Alfred's Basic
Adult Piano Course, this new book adapts the same
friendly and informative style for adults who wish to
teach themselves. With the study guide pages that
have been added to introduce the music, it's almost
like having a piano teacher beside you as you learn
the skills needed to perform popular and familiar
music. There are also five bonus pieces: At Last *
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas * Laura * Over
the Rainbow * Singin' in the Rain. Included is a
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recording containing the piano part and an engaging
arrangement for each of the 65 musical examples.
192 pages.
Alfred's Teach Your Child to Play Guitar is designed for
parents who want to share the gift of music with their
children before they begin formal study with a
professional teacher. It is based on Alfred's Kid's
Guitar Course, a fun method that teaches students to
play pieces on the guitar right away. Families who are
part of the homeschool movement especially will find
the book useful. Using the same music and
fundamentals included in the original edition, an easy
and user-friendly Parent Guide precedes each student
page to aid with teaching the music to the child. The
guide suggests steps for introducing the concept or
page to the student, follow-up practice suggestions,
and suggestions for reviewing the page in subsequent
lessons. The enclosed CD contains a recording of
every piece in the book. Listening or playing along
with the recording is fun, but more importantly, it
reinforces musical concepts such as rhythm,
dynamics, and phrasing. Using this book and CD, any
parent can teach their child guitar basics effectively.
Alfred's Basic Rock Guitar Method 1
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method 1 (3rd Edition)
Everything You Need to Know to Start Playing Now!
The New Guitar Course, Book 1
Music Reading Activities That Make Learning Even
Easier!
a comprehensive method for class and individual
instruction. Teacher's guide

"Tom Dempsey, noted guitarist and
author, will take you through the
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sometimes intimidating world of music
theory in this friendly and easy-tounderstand video. If you've ever found
it difficult to learn music theory by
reading about it, here is your chance
to learn by watching!"--DVD.
Recognized for over 50 years as the
best-paced and most comprehensive
guitar method available, Alfred's Basic
Guitar Method has introduced over 3
million beginners to the joy of playing
guitar. This updated and expanded
edition features a new layout, making
it easier to read and learn. Now
included are blues, country, folk,
jazz, and rock styles, plus more pop
songs! An enhanced CD is provided, and
correlating theory, chord, and pop
books ensure that you'll get everything
you need from one complete method.
Learning to play has never been easier
or more fun than with Alfred's Basic
Guitar Method---the first and best
choice for today's beginning guitar
students. Book 1 covers how to hold
your guitar, tuning your guitar, basics
of reading music, notes on all six
strings, chords, scales and songs, basschord accompaniments, duets, photos and
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diagrams, and acoustic and electric
guitars. Titles: Singin' in the Rain *
Take Me Home Country Roads * Over the
Rainbow * Annie's Song * When the
Saints Go Marching In.
Learn to play classical guitar and open
up a brand new world of musical
knowledge with this exciting method
from Alfred Music. Beginners of all
ages with no prior experience can start
their journey to a lifetime of musical
enjoyment. Alfred's Teach Yourself to
Play Classical Guitar begins with the
fundamentals of the classical guitar.
You will start by learning about parts
of the guitar, how to hold and tune it,
caring for your instrument, and
standard music notation and TAB. You
will then move right along to playing
different notes, scales, and great
classical pieces. Important techniques
are taught such as the free and rest
strokes, right- and left-hand
positions, sitting properly, efficient
finger movement, and more. The DVD
includes video lessons and performances
for everything in the book, and also
includes the TNT 2 audio player that
lets you adjust the tempo, and isolate
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parts. The CD features audio
performances of every exercise and
song. It plays in your CD player or you
can download the tracks to your PC. The
DVD and CD feature internationally
renowned classical guitarist and
educator Martha Masters. Upon
completion of the book, you will be
able to read music and play beautiful
classical pieces by some of the great
classical masters, including Bach,
Vivaldi, Mozart, and Scott Joplin! Be
your own teacher, and let Alfred Music
be your resource every step of the way.
This practical, easy-to-use, self-study
course is perfect for pianists,
guitarists, instrumentalists,
vocalists, songwriters, arrangers and
composers, and includes ear training
CDs to help develop your musical ear.
In this all-in-one theory course, you
will learn the essentials of music
through 75 concise lessons, practice
your music reading and writing skills
in the exercises, improve your
listening skills with the enclosed ear
training CDs, and test your knowledge
with a review that completes each of
the 18 units. Answers are included in
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the back of the book for all exercises,
ear training and review.
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Read Music
for Guitar
I Just Bought My First Guitar
Alfred's Essentials of Music Theory
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course Complete
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course 1
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method 2
For music lovers who've always wanted to play guitar
but have been put off by traditional guitar methods,
these books get you playing right away without
having to pick through heavy theory and musicreading lessons first. Every book in the For Beginners
series progresses from the very basics of buying your
first instrument through the fundamentals of playing
your favorite style of music. 48 pages each with
enhanced CD.
Learn everything you need to know to start playing
music from standard notation on the guitar and open
up a brand new world of musical knowledge with this
exciting method from Alfred. Guitar players of all
ages can begin or continue their journey to a lifetime
of playing either acoustic or electric guitar from
musical notation. Beginning with the fundamentals,
you will dive straight into learning about different
notes, rests, key signatures, and chords. Upon
completion of this book, you will be able to play lead
sheets and arrangements at sight. Features: * Covers
intermediate to advanced syncopations * Relates the
notes you’re reading to the fretboard on the guitar *
Teaches reading in common meters, odd meters,
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double time, and cut time * Guitar fingerboard chart
Be your own teacher, and let Alfred be your resource
every step of the way.
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course is a fun method that
teaches you to play songs on the guitar right away.
Each lesson on every colorful page is explained in
plain language that's easy to understand, and
accompanying audio that you can stream or
download online is included so you can hear what
each example should sound like. Plus, you get to
learn from three irresistible guitar experts---a clever,
classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly
alligator who loves the blues. They keep your
attention focused by pointing out what's important
on each page and help you learn by making music
fun! Parents can be effective guides to help you
through this course, even if they've never had any
musical training themselves. Get ready to take your
first and best step toward a lifetime of musical
enjoyment!
Over the past 45 years, more guitar teachers have
used Alfred's Basic Guitar Course than any other
course---over three million copies sold, in fact. Now,
for the first time, this best-selling course has been
adapted for young adults who want to teach
themselves. Using the same music and fundamentals
included in the latest edition of Alfred's Basic Guitar
Course, easy and user-friendly Study Guide pages
have been added to introduce the music in this new
edition. The Study Guide pages are almost like
having a guitar teacher sitting beside you as you
learn the skills needed to perform popular and
familiar music. Online audio is also included so you
can hear how the music sounds. The video gives you
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the added advantage of visual demonstrations of
every lesson. These three features assure that you
will soon be playing the guitar like you have always
wanted. The special pleasures only music can bring
will be yours to enjoy for a lifetime.
Alfred's Teach Yourself Guitar Repair and
Maintenance
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Guitar
Getting Started Is Easy and Fun!
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Piano
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Bass
Teach Yourself to Sing

Learn to play the ukulele and open up a brand
new world of musical knowledge with this
exciting method from Alfred. Beginners of all
ages can start their journey to a lifetime of
musical enjoyment. Beginning with the
fundamentals, you will learn about the history of
the ukulele, its components, how to hold and
tune it, and getting acquainted with standard
musical notation. You will then move right along
to playing different notes, chords, scales, and
songs, lesson by lesson, all while continuing to
increase your ever-growing knowledge of
reading and understanding standard musical
notation and playing a variety of well-known
songs. You will learn different strumming
techniques to help you play in a variety of
musical styles. The book also contains a section
teaching you how to play by ear. Upon
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completion of the book, you will be able to play
your favorite songs on the ukulele in any key
and know how to read music. The book features
the following resources for reference during and
after your lessons: * Transposition chart *
Dictionary of tablature techniques * Ukulele
fingerboard chart * Complete ukulele chord
dictionary This book teaches entirely in C
tuning. The D tuning edition of Alfred’s Teach
Yourself to Play Ukulele (item 14135) is available
from your favorite music retailer and at
Alfred.com. Be your own teacher, and let Alfred
be your resource every step of the way.
This handy introduction to the guitar will teach
you everything you need to know to get started
playing and caring for your new instrument.
You'll learn the parts of the guitar, how to put on
and tune strings, and essential, basic
techniques. You'll even understand how music
works as you learn your first chords and strum
some all-time favorite songs! Now that you've
taken the first big step and purchased a guitar,
let this easy-to-use book be your guide through
your exciting guitar adventure.
Learn at your own pace with this proven course
for beginners. Learn proper breathing, posture,
and warm-up techniques that will keep you
singing for a lifetime with confidence and in a
variety of styles. Includes practice exercises,
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demonstrations by professional singers and
motivating accompaniments to sing along with.
Created for beginners with no prior musical
training, this book with online audio starts out
by explaining the parts of the instrument, its
history, how it works, and how it's tuned. It
continues by teaching alternate picking, rolls,
and other right-hand techniques, along with
slide techniques including bar slants, palm
harmonics and cascade harmonics. Lots of
classic tunes in authentic Dobro styles are
included as well as step-by-step instructions
and illustrations. Examples are provided in both
standard music notation and TAB.
Teach Yourself to Play Dobro
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method, Book 2
Guitar Expressions™: Student Edition
Everything You Need to Know to Start Working
on Your Guitar
Alfred's Teach Yourself Rock Guitar
The New, Easy and Fun Way to Teach Yourself
to Play
Absolutely everything you need to know to start
playing now.
Teaches you how to set the action, intonation and
adjust the truss rod, -- Clear step by step instructions
and close up photos make learning easy, -- Learn to
set up and adjust a Floyd Rose temolo system, -includes instructions on soldering and maintenance of
electronics -- cover.
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A modern approach for guitar teachers and students
who prefer rock, folk, country and blues music
included in their course of study.
Guitar Expressions is a complete class guitar
curriculum that incorporates multiple learning styles -combining music literacy-based learning with creative
rote and aural learning. In addition to core guitar
skills, students are exposed to a variety of musical
styles and to the cultures from which those styles
originated. Assessments are embedded throughout,
and the integration of art, internet searches, and
cross-curricular activities provides for a complete
learning experience. Unique elements: * The student
will read music and play by ear * The student will play
solos, duets, and ensembles * The student will
explore a variety of musical styles, including
flamenco, folk, traditional, classical, jazz, rock, blues,
and bluegrass * The student will explore a variety of
musical cultures * The student will play melodies and
chords * The student will play with a pick and
fingerstyle * The student will explore music theory *
Spiral bound * Full color
The Ultimate Guide to Music for Blues, Rock and Jazz
Guitarists
Guitar for Kids!
Learn How to Play Bass with this Complete Course!
A Complete Self-study Course for All Musicians
Alfred's Self-teaching Adult Piano Course
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Pedal Steel Guitar

Learn to play rock guitar and open up a
brand new world of musical knowledge with
this exciting method from Alfred Music.
Beginners of all ages can start their
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journey to a lifetime of playing electric
guitar. Beginning with the fundamentals,
you will learn about various guitar types
and the sounds they create, how to care
for your own guitar, and standard musical
notation and TAB. You then move right
along to playing licks and melodies in the
style of some of rock's greatest songs.
You will learn notes, chords, power
chords, scales, and songs, lesson by
lesson, all while increasing your
knowledge of reading and understanding
standard musical notation and TAB. When
you finish, you will be playing an
authentic arrangement of the main riffs
from Led Zeppelin's "Good Times Bad
Times." The accompanying DVD provides over
2 hours of video instruction and over 160
performance and play-along MP3 tracks, to
help you understand the concepts with more
ease and efficiency. Be your own teacher,
and let Alfred Music be your resource
every step of the way.
Well-respected educator and best-selling
author Jerry Snyder has put together the
most versatile guitar method available.
This comprehensive method for classroom or
individual study comes in two sections:
the first section teaches chords and
accompaniment, while the second teaches
note reading. This flexible method allows
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you to start with either section or use
both sections simultaneously. The
Teacher's Guide helps the instructor
develop and organize a guitar class
curriculum and provides background on the
guitar class, teaching tips, elements of
music and how to address the National
Standards for Arts Education. The
Teacher's Guide also includes 48 pages of
reproducible worksheets. The ensemble book
offers graded duets, trios and quartets as
well as optional parts for bass.
See it * Hear it * Play it! A DVD is
included with every book in Alfred's
MAX[T] series, offering maximum
instruction at a minimum price. Now you
won't just hear the music, you'll also see
how it's done-making it very easy to learn
to play. Learn to Play TAB Guitar Complete
combines Levels 1 and 2, and the book and
DVD work together for lessons you can see
and hear. You'll start with the basics
like holding the guitar, reading music &
TAB, and playing chords, then move on to
specific techniques for several guitarplaying styles and genres. Styles covered
include blues, rock, jazz, classical, and
folk, and you'll hear every example
performed by a live guitarist. This is an
excellent way to get started playing
guitar and advance to an intermediate
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skill level! 152 pages.
As a companion piece to the easiest guitar
method ever for kids ages 5 and up, this
notespeller will add excitement to the
learning process. Covering the concepts in
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course Levels 1 and
2, this notespeller is the perfect
complement to the method and learning how
to play guitar.
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Ukulele, CTuning Edition
Alfred's Basic Guitar Method, Book 1
Practical Music Theory for All Guitarists
The Easiest Guitar Method Ever!
Alfred's Teach Yourself to Play Classical
Guitar
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